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From: To: Subject: Mime-Version: Content-Type: Content-Language: Transfer-Encoding: Data has been sent successfully. Regards A: 3)You can use a more readable and seperated http-header: Accept-
Language: En,fr Accept-Charset:ISO-8859-1,utf-8;q=0.7,*;q=0.3 4)for other languages you may need the i18n-module, maybe you already did. Bulgaria’s ministry of defense has admitted that Russian-made
Iskra and Osa-AKM light machine guns are being used by its soldiers. Only last week, the security services had accused Ankara of providing the weapons to the rogue forces. Bulgarian security officials fear
that the arms are used to assassinate public figures and political leaders. “Bulgaria has been using these weapons for more than 20 years now. This is the second time the accusations have been made,” deputy
army chief Valeri Kostov told the Bulgarian TV Nova on Tuesday. “But they (the weapons) are outdated now. They are used in the special units, not in the regular army units.” On November 19, the chief of
Bulgaria’s General Staff Gen. Konstantin Radev said that Russian-made light machine guns were being used by armed gangs that claimed to belong to a so-called “special unit.” “So far we have met a handful
of people who have similar weapons as those used in Kosovo. We have not found any information that they have stolen them from the Army,” Radev said. Bulgarian security officials, who are currently trying
to find the source of the weapons, believe that the weapons were stolen from military facilities. “In some instances we found out that these weapons were used on the streets during a demonstration in support
of a certain person,” Radev said. According to the Bulgarian weekly “Delo,” there are around 2,000 illegal armed units operating in the country. The daily has also claimed that a separatist movement is
developing in the country. Bulgaria, a NATO member and a candidate for EU membership, has been in a
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